POS

#

WR

11

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

Maliackal, Sabith

Edelman, Julian

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

New England Patriots

2009 – 7 – NE

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

May 22, 1986 (28)

KENT ST (OHKS)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

WR/Slot

N/A

BEST

Quick Twitch, Short Area Burst, High Football IQ, Extremely Competitive

WORST

Speed, Functional Strength, Trouble Adjusting to Low Balls

Slot receiver who relies on his COD, FBI, and route concepts to create separation. Will fit into a
PROJECTION system designed to take advantage of his quickness and agility to attack the middle of the field
by using option routes and the quick passing game.

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed

Height

Arm

5110

N/A

Weight

Vertical

195

36.5"

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

4.52

N/A / 6.62

2013 NE at NYJ
2013 NE vs. NO
2013 NE at HST
2013 NE at MIA
2013 NE at BLT

SUMMARY
Former college quarterback and 7th round pick who is used predominantly as a Slot receiver. Short in stature with
average build with good quickness and change of direction. His solid play speed allows him to make plays in the
passing game. Has good burst off the LOS and uses lateral agility to beat the press. Creates separation at the top of his
route by mixing up the speed of his breaks and with subtle upper body movement to manipulate the technique of the
defender. Shows the ability to diagnose coverage quickly, and adjust his routes to get open. His catching ability,
concentration, and tracking skills are good and are evident while running option and intermediate routes. Uses short
area quickness to elude defenders to get yards after the catch. Displays a passion and intensity in his game and these
traits show up in late game situations and on 3rd down. Has trouble fighting through a hard press with hand use and
technique because he lacks functional strength. He is inconsistent at adjusting to low thrown balls on out routes and
while settling in voids of zone defenses. Does not hold anchor in run blocking and can get driven backward. Lacks
breakaway speed to run away from the defense on bubble screens, quick slants, and option routes. Overall, he is a
very quick receiver who relies on his great change of direction, his understanding of coverage schemes and route
concepts to create separation and make plays in the passing game he will fit into a system designed to take
advantage of his quickness and agility to attack the middle of the field by using option routes and the quick passing
game.

